
LESBIAN NUNS: BREAKING SILENCE. Rosemary Curb and Nancy Mana-
han (Eds.). Tallahassee, FL: Naiad Press, 1985; 383 pages; $16.95, $9.95
(paper).

This book will strongly attract readers who fall iIito one or more of the
following three categories: (a)persons who have a genuine academic interest in
the study of homosexuality; (b) former CatholiCs who.have hostile feelings
toward their former church; and (c)women who define themselves as being
"lesbian" or are thinking about it (including nuns). Based on the type of
readership, the book can be reviewed from two completely different perspec-
tives. First, one can get caught up with its emotional content; this is an emo-
tionally charged book. Second, one can evaluate it for its contribution to
understanding human s 'ty. In this review, I hope to do both.

After receiving the book, showed it to a colleague who is a devout Catholic.
He was offended by both t e cover (whichmay seem sexually suggestive) and
the -expected content. Eve for me, a former Catholic, the idea of sexually
active nuns took my brea away. My first thought was that the book was
written by charlatans. The e are many pretentious and perhaps even libelous
msnuscripts that have published, (e.g., Surrogate Wife).1Judging from
the title, cover, and expec content, one expects Lesbian Nuns to be a trashy
book of bogus stories, fill with sensational episodes meant to sell the book.
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Is this book a slap-in-the-face to Catholicism or to the convents? Only if one
judges this bo k by its cover (the paperback version). People who think of
themselves as good Catholics" probably will not read it. However, they are
making a mis e. This is not a trashy book, nor are the authors anything but
honorable wo n who have finally found their niche in life. The book is an ac-
count of the se a1 turmoil of 42 former sisters and 9 women who decided not
to leave their rders. Each story is filled with a touching pathos. These are
earnest and re ient women who attempt to find themselves in a chauvinistic
world. . i

They often r fer to themselves as "naive" -clearly an!understatement. Dur-
ing their conv t years, they saw sexuality in the same manner as a 12-year-
old boy might confusing and obsessive). When the writers discuss "the sex
act" within th convent, most readers will be totally lest. "Sex" seems to in-
clude holding hands, an act that drove many of the sisters to profound feelings
of guilt. Just as the sex act is ambiguous, so is celibaci. The Catholic Church
never defines its terms. This left the contributors to Lesbian Nuns confused
about their own personhood, and it leaves the reader riot specifically sure of
what he/she is reading. This is a book about lost children=adult women with

- the minds of adolescents. i
There are three major themes in the book: devotion td Catholicism, devotion
nuns, and false expectations of convent life. All i themes appear to be

necessary conditions for joining or leaving the convent.lbut there is a common
denominator among the themes-naivety. '-.I';. '.

1. Devotion to Catholicism: While young girls, all contributors were pro-
foundly influenced by the doctrine of the Catholic Church. Since most had lit-
tle interest in courtship with males, all thought entering the convent to be the
best vocation. They could be close to God. Jeanne Cordova writes:

I ma4e a vow to the Infant of Prague to enter the co!rl!:entwhen I grew up and give
my life to the service of God. Just like in the movies where the star falls in love and
gets·inanied, so it would be with me and Jesus. (p. 5)

2. Devotion to nuns: Besides attachment to Catholic ideals, all expressed
emotionally and intellectually stimulating experiences with nuns. Kate
Quigley vividly portrays these feelings for all nuns when she writes:

My devotion to the nuns in junior high school knew no bounds .... We felt the
nuns loved us, and we loved them back. As a teacher myself, I now marvel at the
amount of time the nuns spent with us in spite of their enormously crowded
schedules. Given this mutual affection, it was not surprising that many of us con-
sidered entering the community. (p. 88)
3. False expectations of convent life: Prior to entering the convent, they had

ambiguous ideas of what to expect. Any feeling of "unsureness" was exacer-
bated by Vatican II. Maria Cristina summarizes the problem for most of the
sisters when she writes:
I decided to lesve the cloister because of the radical changes made by the
ecumenical movement and Pope John XXIII. The rules, the habit, everything I had
known and grown to love through all those years was changing. These changes
were not made at our request or with our knowledge. My vow of obedience said I
had to accept without question everything that happened, but I couldnot accept all
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those changes. And once there was conflict, everything became heavy and impos-
sible to accept. (p. 214) .
Clearly, the most intellectually interesting reason for leaving the convent is

Vatican II. Ms. Curb (the coeditor) pointe out that most nuns contributing to
the book left after Vatican II (p. xxiv), but she offers no causal explanation. I
believe the book is about the sexual implications of Vatican II and the residue
of the "sexual revolution" of the 1960s. The contributors all expressed signs of
relief upon defining themselves as "lesbian." Many social scientists suggest
that achieving personal identity is the essence of humanity. Perhaps this was
the sisters' first chance of coming to grips with their personal identity which
had been lost in the orgahizational structure of the chUrch.

Four other points should be made about the book. !
1. The Glossary was neCessary and a great help. For example, it is important

to understand what a "cincture" is in the passage: "Sister Barbara grabbed
my cinc and started pulling'me around by it. She was laughing and teasing
me and wo dn't let go" (I). 84). (A cincture is "a belt oficord, hemp, or leather
used to ga er the religious habit at the waist," p. 364~)

2. It se s unreaeonable to state that "several hundred lesbian nuns and ex-
nuns" w interviewed b~.xxiii). It would have been no'more difficult to state
the exact ber of respondents. :

8. As th editors point but, most nuns arenot lesbians. Frankly, sampling
theory lea us to believeithat, there have always been imd always will be les-
bian nuns. onsider the 4~ct that lesbians make up ~ to 10 percent of the
female pop tion in the: United States. It is therefore unlikely that only
nonlesbi would be attracted to the convent.

4. Ms. b dlscuseesa questionnaire she used (p. xxiii); unfortunately, slie
did not include it within the text. Most readers from academia would want to
examine the questionnaire to see if the study could be replicated on a random
basis.

Even with these minor drawbacks, the book forces the reader to ask some
important questions. Vatican IIdemanded self-searching, but what will be the
long-term social effects of Pope John Paul's II philosophy of blind faith? How
will present-day nuns react to their sudden loss of freedom? Will masses of
young men and women be drawn to religious life because they can be assured
of the sheltered environment? Or will we see a schism within the Roman
Catholic Church? After all, the former nuns state that they saw much
"hypocrisy" in their church, and many educated Catholic married couples can-
not understand the relationship between worshiping their God and abstaining
from birth control

. Marson, MSW
Assistan~Professor and Director, Social Work Program
Departm nt of Sociology & Social Work
Pembrok State University
Pembrok ,NC 28372

ISurrogate Wife: The Story of 4 Masters & Johnson Sexual Therapist and the Nine
Cases She Treated, by "Valerie xl Scott" (pseudonym) New York: Dell; 1971. Accord-

ing to my comm~.cation with Virginia Johnson. Ms. Scott's "own 'book' history bore
little resemblance to her true history." Even though the sUrrogate partner program
may have reduce sexual distress with some patients, the program was immediately
discontinued "b use of the vulnerability it engendered for all concerned" for which
this book was see as responsible.

(Editor's note:
Lady of Peace Ele
College." He is p:
State University.)
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. Marson ~tes that he was educated "by DJrninican Sisters at Our
.entary Seheo], Bishop Watterson High Sch061,and Ohio Dominican
sently stu4ying for his doctorate in sociology at North Carolina
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